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	In the latter part of the 20th century, hematologists and medical oncologists

	were trained to treat leukemia with systemic therapy that was cytotoxic to both

	normal and malignant cells. Some of these therapies, such as methotrexate and

	L-asparaginase, were developed within the context of known biologic pathophysiology,

	but most were developed in relative ignorance of biologic mechanisms

	and cannot therefore be considered “biologic.” The usual goal of treatment

	was to eliminate rapidly dividing, or malignant, cells with DNA-damaging agents

	that spared normal tissue only in a relative sense.

	Exciting new "biologic" therapies for treating leukemia are appearing so rapidly that clinicians often find it difficult to make informed decisions about their use when making patient treatment decisions. Biologic Therapy of Leukemia summarizes and reviews all the available data concerning these cutting-edge biologic therapies so that practicing clinicians can make the correct patient-care choices. Here the busy physician will find in one convenient place crucial information on the uses and limitations of the major biologic therapies for leukemia, the different biologic strategies for its treatment, the management of patients being treated with such biologic agents, and the current and future role of emerging biologic agents.
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SQL Server 2008 Administration: Real-World Skills for MCITP Certification and Beyond (Exams 70-432 and 70-450)Sybex, 2010

	The ideal on-the-job reference guide for SQL Server 2008 database administrators


	If you manage and administer SQL Server 2008 in the real world, you need this detailed guide at your desk. From planning to disaster recovery, this practical book explores tasks and scenarios that a working SQL Server DBA faces regularly and...
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Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge ManagementIdea Group Publishing, 2006
"This encyclopedia has a breadth and depth that makes it a valuable reference work for anyone." --Prof. Miles Nicholls, RMIT University, Australia 

       The Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge Management is the leading reference source for dynamic and innovative research in the field of...
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Engineering Design via Surrogate Modelling: A Practical GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Think of a well-known public personality whom you could easily identify from a photograph.

	Consider now whether you would still recognize them if most of the photograph was

	obscured, except for the corner of an eye, a small part of their chin and, perhaps, a half of

	their mouth. This is a game often played on television quiz shows...
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Absorption and Drug Development: Solubility, Permeability, and Charge StateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Profiling compounds for drug-like properties
    Of the hundreds of thousands of compounds synthesized each year, most have almost no chance of becoming drugs. This problem exists because most molecules lack eht drug-like poperties necessary to enable them to be effective in vivo. To address this issue, Alex Avdeef’s Absorption and...
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SignalR: Real-time Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a .NET developer, you won't want to be left behind in the trend towards real-time applications. This book brings you up to speed in no time with a comprehensive guide to the SignalR framework.


	Overview

	
		Develop real-time applications across numerous platforms
	
		Create scalable...
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Molecular Mechanisms of CancerSpringer, 2007

	This book describes molecular processes whose deregulation is important in the formation of tumors. The material is developed from basic cell signaling pathways to their roles in the clinical manifestation of specific cancers. Topics covered include molecular events intrinsic to tumor cells (leading to growth deregulation, extended lifespan,...
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